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2 Read the sentences and choose the correct word. 

 

1- My father ……… the table for lunch.( gives – sets – makes) 

2-  They are (visiting – booking – reading) Iran now. 

3-  She is ( landing – making- checking) the time table. 

4-  My uncles (gives – give– make) me New Year gifts. 
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2 Read the passage about Nature Day. Then choose the correct word. 

1- Maryam: What (do – are) you do on Nature Day? 

2- Zahra: We (go – are going) out. 

3- Maryam: What (do – does) people do? Do they make a special food? 

4- Zahra: No, they (don’t – aren’t). Not special, but they have food. 
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5/1 Choose the correct answer 
1. Which one is not about a hotel? 

     a. Checking in         b. Checking out      c. Talking to a receptionist       d. 

Landing 

2. What do people do in Ashoora in Iran? 

     a. Hold a ceremony   b. Watch fireworks      c. Bake a cake      d. Watch 

military parade 

3. They usually pay money as a ………… 

     a. voluntary              b. charity                c. ceremony           d. program 
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2 Teacher is asking a student about the pictures. Look at the pictures and answer the 

questions.  

 

 .1 T: Is this man neat?                         S: No,…………………….……………….… 

2 .T: Where is he going?                     S: ……………………………….….………… 

3 .T: Is he buying a ticket?              S: No, …….………………………….……… 

4 .T: Is he angry?                  S: No, ………………….…………….….…  
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5/2 Amir writes a text about Eid al-Fitr. Read the text carefully and answer the 

questions.  

Now, are these sentences true or false? 

1. Eid al-Fitr is a religious holiday.   

2. Amir doesn't live in Isfahan.  

3. Amir goes to his grandparents' house with his friends.  

4. We say our Eid prayers in the evening.  

Answer the questions.                                                                                                             

1. Does Amir like Eid al-Fitr?  

 

2. Do they go to the mosque on Eid al-Fitr?  

 

3. What are his grandparents like?  
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I'm Amir. I live in Isfahan. Tomorrow is Eid al-Fitr. I like this day a lot. 

Eid al-Fitr is an important religious holiday in our country. 

People hold this ceremony. I go to the mosque with my family in the morning. 
We say our Eid prayers. Then, we go to my grandparents' house. 

They are very kind and we are very happy. 


